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where A， B， C are the fitting constants， y=φ弘 and

x=φもarerespective1y the mo1e企actionsof the initia1 and 

equi1ibrium state企eeTAP， used in equation (3) and D is the 
amount of diluent present in the system in mil1imoles. 

(d) Correction for U02(N03)202TAP and n-dodecane 
interaction 

As discussed ear1ierヲ

o 
q3' = f Llli~(Y+D)dφYD' Jou1e (18) 

φ1m 
YD 

similarly， 
o 

q2 組~ (Y +D)dφYD' Joule (19) 
φpb 

hence qSTD can be represented a:fter simp1ification by the 
equatlOn， 

=D( ~ (M2 _ N2)弓削3・N3)十M4_ N4)) J(20) 

where A， B， C，卸価ngconstants， N=叫bmdM=φpb 

respectively the mo1e企actionsof the metal solvate in the 
initia1 and fina1 stat巴sas referred in equation (8). 

(e) Correction for U02(N03)2e2TAP and TAP 
interaction 

The correction for the interaction of the metal-
solvate and TAP for the reaction q3' can be represented as 
fol1ows， 

q3' = jaHL(T十Y)拍 YT'
φお

Joule (21) 

simi1ar1y， 
o 

q2 f AH ~T (T + Y) dφYT' Joule (22) 
φPL 

hence q~ can be represented after simplification by the 
equatlOn， 

二 T柑山
where Aヲ B，C the伽 ingconstants， Q=φ!件担dP=φ評
respectively and mole fractions of the metal solvate used in 
equation (10). The above equation is applicable for both 
fo抑 制 andreverse extraction reactions.羽市ilefor forward 

reactions φ科=0，for reverse extractions both φ科 and

φ字rhave non zero values. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1 depicts the derived standard state enthalpies as a 

function ofTAP concen仕ation.A least squares五位edline has 
been drawn through the derived standard state enthalpy 

points and been extrapolated to both Y axes to get企H*and

LlliO• It can be seen that the enthalpy at infinite dilution in n-

dodecane (AH*) is more exothermic (-24.9kJ.mor1) than the 
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巴nthalpyat infinite dilution in hydrated neat TAP (AW) is 
-20.7kJ.mor1. This is in contrast to the standard state 
enthalpies reported by Marcus and Kolarik[l]， which 
indicated more exothermic組事(-54.5kJ.mol-1)as compared 

to AHo (-33.8 kJ.mor1). We do not have any explanation for 
this仕end.Nevertheless， calorimetric measurements on the 
entha1py of extraction of nitric acid by TBP， uranyl nitrate 
by出 isoamylphosphate have confirmed the、仕endobserved. 

Also included in th巴 figureare the enthalpies d巴rivedby 
巴xtrapolationto "zero" acidity measured by us [6] for 
diffl巴rentTAP concentrations.τ'he enthalpy derived by 
extrapolating these to "zero" TAP concentration 

(-21kJ.mo1勺 isseen to coincide with AH* obtained by 
calorime甘y.Siddall's [6] entha1py va1u巴 of-26.4kJ.mor1 is 
seen to be more exothermic but has been measured at 3M 
nitric acid. 
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Figure 1 : Enthalpies of extraction ofuranyl nitrate at 
various TAP concen仕ations，
A Enthalpy by distribution ratio method 
o Enthalpy by calorimetry 

口 Enthalpyreport巴dby Siddall [6] 
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